
Sengu Wireless Combo KG201- 94 

Full Bamboo Keyboard And Mouse  

  

 

  
Sengu Wireless Combo KG201-94. The combo is refined using  

natural bamboo, and with the anno-receiver. Energy multilevel saving mode.  

The keyboard(2 key pads) extremely comfortable ,the keys perfect , gentle low noise ,the use 

of natural , lightweight , quiet. Nice , honorable fashion . sleek , simple and living ,filled with 

flavor of the times .  

Bamboo qualitative keyboard/mouse good appearance, natural and pure and fresh, rich 

sense of return to nature, the warm in winter and cool in summer, absorb sweat and 

absorb ultraviolet light, texture features non-slip, pure and fresh and fragrant smell of 

nature was deeply loved by people with enthusiasm. 



  

durable & long lasting →gloss-finished , solid construction 

Healthy & comfortable →anti-static , radiation control , fatigue relief 

Global initialized & natural →innovative handmade design 

Green & eco-friendly →natural responsibly sourced bamboo 

Comfort →warm in winter ,cool in summer ,sweat-absorbent , anti-slip , natural 

Fashion →global  initialized , innovative 

Elegance →simple in style ,feeling in peace , high class at look, elegance at sight 

 

Mini receiver: 10 meters anti-jamming  

transmission without delay, Signal stability 

 



 

 

Keyboard Features 

  

More than 12channels frequency hopping work ,  

strong anti-interference ability . Support computer  

dormancy wake up and automatically dormancy wake up . 

 

Transmission distance : 10 meters. simple in style , feeling 
 

in peace , high class at look , elegance at sight. 

（一）Feeling comfortable: The tapping voice of full natural bamboo keyboard 

is small, has a natural constant temperature performance, can effectively avoid 

electrostatic generation when using, can reach the effect of radiation protection, due to the 

special properties of the bamboo can relieve people's visual fatigue, and to extend the 

service life of the keyboard electronic components, is superior to the use of plastic now 

keyboard, is beneficial to people's physical and mental health. 

 

Following the ergonomic principles, 

shortcut keys rich 11 multimedia buttons, 

the operation more flexible and comfortable;

 let you easily get started.

（二）Science keys: 



（三）Laser engraving：

 

（四）Matte aluminum alloy：

  

（五）Full envelope：To prevent water splashing or dust, easy to clean, safe to use. 

slide cover to load the battery into the compartment ;  

Anti- slip foot pad design; 

Stainless steel screws

 

fastening； 

Waterproof design 

 

Every drop of bamboo keyboard buttons

are fine grinding and polishing, 

 laser engraving characters never wear

Metal structure of the bottomÿ

has excellent electrical conductivity, 
thermal conductivity, corrosion resistance.

-

（六）Personalized customization：

According to customer requirements, 

use the professional technical design,

laser engraving, real perfect.



 

 

Special remind:
 

 

Mouse Features：Symmetrical Design 

The appearance of ergonomic design, fruity and comfortable, 
perfect fit people's hand curve.

Bamboo is natural raw materials, all products on the weight, color, 

texture, there exist certain differences ,product color because of 

the shooting, according to such factors as there are certain off 

color, product size all by manual measurement, the small error is

inevitable, please know, thank you!

Product code operation instructions

Special note:
The use of the keyboard light is not bright, only just installed 

on the battery the indicator light will be red, after 1 second off, 

then not lit up. The keyboard and mouse share a receiver, installed 

in the bottom of the mouse.



Various types of certificates

 

from Manufacturers

 

 

Mouse code

Keyboard code 


 


 



 

 ÿReceiver not to plug into the computer's USB port at first, put next to spare.Receiver not to plug into the computer's USB port at first, 

 After the batteries are installed on the keyboard, press and 

hold the two keys of "ESC" and "=" (above the picture), release 

them at the same time in 5 seconds, then the LED will light red. 

10 seconds after lighting red, put the receiver into the USB port, 

the keyboard code success.
 If the code is not successful, you can repeat the above operations.

The operation steps of the mouse are similar to the keyboard code. 
After the batteries are put on, press the left, middle and right 
buttons simultaneously. After 5 seconds, all the lights will be 
released but lighting all the time on the back of the mouse. 
Bright indication, in 10 seconds put the receiver into the 

USB port, the mouse on the code successfully.

Common problems in the coding  

①

② 

③ 

④
 

Battery power is not enough: Coding is to require higher power, you need 
to use some good batteries or new batteries.
 The indicator light is not displayed correctly: Press the key again to 
confirm, until the indicator light is normal.
USB drive is not installed: Replace the USB port, or restart the 
computer and then re-operation of the code.

The keyboard / mouse is too far from the paired receiver: Try to approach 
the receiver at a distance of 10 cm.




